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Abstract. This paper presents a convergence analysis for the finite-element ap-
proximation of unilateral problems in plane linear elastostatics. We consider in
particular the deformation of a body unilaterally supported by a frictionless rigid
foundation, solely subjected to body forces and surface tractions without being fixed
along some part of its boundary, and establish convergence of piecewise polynomial
finite-element approximations for mechanically definite problems without imposing
any regularity assumption. Moreover we study the discretization of the contact prob-
lem with given friction along the rigid foundation.

1. Introduction. This paper presents a convergence analysis for the finite-element
approximation of a class of unilateral problems in linear elastostatics, which were
initiated by Signorini [17] over fifty years ago. In particular, we address the most
interesting case from the view of applications and the most delicate case from the
view of mathematics where the linear-elastic body which is supported by a rigid foun-
dation is only subjected to body forces and surface tractions, but is not fixed along
some part of its boundary. As shown by Fichera [4] and Stampacchia [18], the exis-
tence theory of these semicoercive Signorini problems hinges in the frictionless case
upon the mechanically illustrative condition that the applied forces should form an
obtuse angle with the "directions of escape," i.e., the rigid body motions defined by
the geometry of the foundation. Here we prove that this condition, which renders the
semicoercive Signorini problem mechanically definite, is also sufficient for the con-
vergence of finite-element approximations with respect to the energy norm. For this
convergence result no regularity assumption concerning the solution of the continu-
ous problem is needed. Furthermore, by adapting and extending the discretization
theory of Glowinski [5, 6], the finite-element approximation is not restricted to piece-
wise linear trial functions, but trial functions of higher polynomial degree are also
included. Finally, as a first modest step towards the more realistic but difficult anal-
ysis of friction phenomena, we turn to Signorini problems with given friction along
the rigid foundations and in addition investigate the discretization of the friction
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12 J. GWINNER

functional using different quadrature rules.
Thus we complement and extend the convergence analysis given by Hlavacek,

Haslinger, Necas, and Lovisek [9], Kikuchi and Oden [12], Kikuchi and Song [13],
and Tran Van Bon [19] in several respects. For further background information
concerning semicoercive Signorini problems and related problems in mechanics, re-
spectively the numerical solution of these constrained optimization problems and
variational inequalities, we also refer to Duvaut and Lions [2] and Panagiotopoulos
[16], respectively to Glowinski, Lions, and Tremolieres [7],

2. Discretization of an abstract semicoercive variational problem. Let (V, || • ||) be
a real separable Hilbert space, /?: V x V —> R a continuous, symmetric bilinear form,
A G V* a continuous linear form, <f>: V —> R a nonnegative continuous sublinear
(i.e., convex and positively homogeneous) functional, and K C V a nonvoid closed,
convex cone (i.e., K+K C K , R+K C K). In what follows we consider the following
variational problem (?r): Find a minimizer u G K of the functional

0(w) = j/l(v , v) + 4>(v) - X(v)

in K . By differentiating the convex functional O - </>, the variational problem (n)
can also be stated as the following variational inequality: Find u € K such that

/?(u, v - u) + 4>{v) - 4>{u) > A(v - u) Vv g K . (2.1)

To introduce the semicoercivity conditions, let | • | be a lower semicontinuous
seminorm on V . Thus

Y = {y £ V : \y\ - 0} (2.2)
is a closed subspace. Concerning the bilinear form /? we require that there exist
constants M > m > 0 such that

P{v , v) > m\v\2 Vu e F ; (2.3)
P(v , w) < M\v\\iv\ Vv , w G V . (2.4)

Moreover, with denoting weak convergence, in contrast to strong convergence
denoted by —>, we require the following assumption:

(A 1) For any sequence {w"}neN in V with \v"\—> 0, vn —- v , and \\vn\\>v for
some v > 0 there exists a subsequence {wn<:}A.€N such that v"k —> v .

To state more concrete sufficient conditions for (Al) to hold, we insert from [11,
Sec. 5.3 (25)] and [8, Lemma 3.1] the following

Lemma 2.1. The assumption (Al) is satisfied in any of the following two cases:

(i) || • || is equivalent to ||| • ||| + | • |, where ||| - ||| is another norm on V; the
dimension of Y is finite; there exists y > 0 such that

inf |||f - v||| < y|t>| Vf g V .
y&Y

(ii) V is compactly embedded in another Hilbert space (//, || • H^); || • = || • ||
is equivalent to | ■ | + || • ||„ .
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As we shall see later, these assumptions can be satisfied in Sobolev spaces in virtue
of the Rellich embedding theorem. Now the existence of a solution u to the vari-
ational problem (n) can be guaranteed (see [11, Sec. 5.3 (12)] in the more general
framework of pseudomonotone operators) if the following additional assumption is
met:

(A2) Y n K = {0} or A = AI + A2 satisfies the two conditions

3Cj > 0 such that A[(v) < C,|w| VveV; (2.5)
A2(y) < </>(y) VyeYDK\{0}. (2.6)

It is just the latter condition (2.6) which will later be given a mechanical interpre-
tation, when applied to the frictionless contact problem, where (f) = 0.

We adapt the discretization scheme of Glowinski [5, 6, Chap. 1] to our variational
problem (n) and suppose that we are given a parameter h converging to 0 and a
family {Vh}h>0 of closed finite-dimensional subspaces of V. In addition, we have a
family {Kh}h>0 of closed convex nonempty cones of Vh , not necessarily contained

hin K , and a family {0 }h>0 of nonnegative continuous sublinear functionals defined
on Vh such that the following two hypotheses (HI) and (H2) are satisfied:

(HI) If for some sequence {/z;}y6N with h . —> 0, vhj e Kh> (j e N) and vh> v
in V (j —> oo), then v e K and

liminf 4>h'(vh') > </>(v).
j—*OC

(H2) There exist a subset M c V such that M — K and mappings rh: M -* Vh
with the property that, for each v £ M, rhv —* v (h —» 0), limh_tQ(f)h{rhv) =
<f>(v), and rhv e Kh for all h < h0(v) for some h0(v) > 0.

Thus we approximate the problem (n) by the following finite-dimensional opti-
h h hmization problem (n ): Find a minimizer u e K of the functional

d>V) = , V) + <f>h(v) - k(v)

in Kh . Analogously to (2.1), the optimization problem (nh) can also be formulated
as a variational inequality: Find uh e Kh such that

p{u,v-u) + 4>\v)-(t>h{u)>A(v^u) VveKh. (2.7)
h hBy the existence theory in the infinite-dimensional case, solutions u to (n ) also

exist.
Note that we only changed the generally nonlinear functional <f> to <j>h . In most

computations, however, it will be necessary to also replace /? and A by some ap-
h hproximations /? and X , defined by a numerical integration rule which is used in

the finite-element discretization. Since there is nothing new compared to the case of
linear elliptic boundary value problems and variational equalities, to be found e.g. in
the book of Ciarlet [1, Chap. 4.1], we do not discuss this aspect here.

Now we can state and prove our basic convergence result.
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Theorem 2.2. Let ft, X, <f>, K, {<j)h}h, and {Kh}h satisfy the conditions (Al), (A2),
(HI), and (H2). Then there exists a subsequence {uhj} such that uhj —1 u and
lim |uhj — u\ = 0, where uhj is a solution of (nh>) and u is a solution of (n).

If the solution u of (n) is unique, then lim^g \\uh - u\\ = 0 holds.
Proof. We divide the proof into five parts. We first show a priori estimates for

{uh}h before we can establish the convergence results.
(1) | • {-estimatefor {uh} . Since 0 e Kh and <&h(uh) < 0;,(0) = 0, by (2.3) and

the nonnegativity of <f>h, we obtain

y\U\2 < ,u)< k(u) - <t>\u), (2.8)

<IWlVll, (2.9)
where || • ||* denotes the dual norm in V* .

(2) Norm-boundedness of {uh} . Here we modify a contradiction argument, which
in the existence theory of semicoercive variational inequalities goes back to Fichera
[4] and Stampacchia [18]. We assume there exists a subsequence {wj := {uh'} such
that \\UfW —► +00 (/ —» 00). With := ||m/||_im/ in the reflexive Banach space V,
we can extract a subsequence, again denoted by {yt}, that converges weakly to some
y e V . In virtue of (2.9), we get

IV/l'llM/ll < C,.
(Here and below C, , C2 , ... are generic positive constants.) We claim that \yt\ —> 0 .
Assume not. Then, for a subsequence, | v/ | > C2 > 0 and hence

I -v/,-<

k

C
c2 II \ I

which by ||w/ || —>■ +00 leads to a contradiction, proving our claim. Thus we have
\yt\ —> 0, H^ll = 1 , and yt is weakly convergent to y. By (Al), we can extract a
subsequence, again denoted by {y/}, that converges strongly to y £ Y. It follows
that ||y|| = 1 , in particular v # 0. By construction, yt belongs to the cone Kh' ,
and by (HI), y e K. Therefore if Y n K — {0} holds in (A2), a contradiction is
already reached. Otherwise we conclude from (2.8) that

A/') <Myh'),
and by (HI) in the limit

<t>{y) < ^(y) + ^2(-v)-

By (2.5) and by \y\ = 0, we arrive at

4>{y) < x2(y)

for the constructed y e Y n A"\{0} . A contradiction to (2.6) is finally reached.
* h(3) Any weak limit point u of {u } solves (n). By the preceding step there exists

a subsequence, again denoted by {»,}, such that uf u* . By (HI), u* belongs
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to K. We first show that u minimizes O on M. To this end choose v € M
arbitrarily. Then vt rh'v converges strongly to v , and for ht < h0{v) we have

, u,) - k(ut) + /'(",) < , v,) - k{vt) + ^'(v,).
h hSince the functional <t> - <fi = <J> - 0 is norm continuous and convex, hence se-

quentially weakly lower semicontinuous, we arrive, using (HI) and (H2), in the limit
at

\P{u*, u) - A(w*) + <j>{u) < \fi{v , v) - A(v) + 4>{v).
This minimizing inequality extends by continuity to M = K .

(4) Convergence with respect to | ■ |. Here we modify some arguments of Glowinski
[5, 6, Chap. 1]. As above, let ut solve (nh') and let ut converge weakly to u*, a
solution of (n). By (2.3)

m\ul - u*\2 < p(ul, vt - u) - P(ut, vl - ut) - P(u*, ul - u)

for any vt G Kh'\ then using (2.4) and (2.7)

< M\ut\ \V/ - u*| + <^A/(V/) -

+ A{ut - vt) - P{u*, ut - u). (2.10)

Now we take v G M arbitrarily, and choose v{ = rh'v . Then vl converges strongly
to v and ut - vt converges weakly to u - v . Hence

lim sup\v, - u*| < lim \vt - v\ + \v - u*\ = \v - u*\.
I—►oo ^

Since ||u/|| is bounded and a continuous seminorm is a bounded functional, lu^ is
bounded above, say by C3 > 0. Moreover, fi(u , •) is sequentially weakly continu-
ous. Therefore using (HI) and (H2), (2.10) entails in the limit, for any v e M,

0 < lim sup m\ut - u |2 < MC3\v — u*| + (j>(v) - 4>{u*) + A(u* - v).
l—*oo

The obtained inequality extends to K by density and continuity. Finally, the choice
v — u* leads to the desired | • |-convergence.

(5) Convergence with respect to || • ||. Let u be the unique solution of (n). Assume
there exists a sequence {uJ such that u{ is a solution to (nh') and ||w/ - u\\ > S >
0. By part (2), ||w/ - u\\ is bounded and therefore we can extract a subsequence,
again denoted by {mJ, such that ut - u converges weakly to some w e V. By
part (3), u + w solves (n), hence by uniqueness w = 0V . Moreover by part (4),
|m/ - u\ -* 0 (/ —> oo). In virtue of (Al), there exists a subsequence {m/ }A.eN such
that ||ut - u\\ —> 0 (k —» oo), and a contradiction is reached. Q.E.D.

Remark 2.3. Theorem 2.2 can be generalized in several ways. First, instead of
assuming that the sublinear functional <f>h and thus also 4> are nonnegative it is
enough to require that the family {<j)h} is uniformly bounded above on Kh in the
sense that there exists a constant y > 0 such that

<t>h(vh) > -y\\vh\\ Vyh € Kh , Wh .
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Then the a priori estimate (2.9) changes to

y|«Y < (||A|f + y)\\u\\,
which does not affect the rest of the proof. Further we can drop positive homogeneity
and more generally consider arbitrary convex sets K, Kh and convex functional
j, j . Then one has to work with the recession cone (or asymptotic cone) of K
and with the recession functional of j, which enter the assumption (A2). For a
result along these lines, where moreover the bilinear form ft is replaced by a more
general monotone form, we refer to [8, Sec. 3.3]. Since we are interested here in the
finite-element analysis of linear elastic contact problems, we confine ourselves to the
present setting.

3. Finite-element approximations of contact problems without friction. Let us first
introduce the variational formulation of Signorini problems without friction within
the range of plane elastostatics, assuming Hooke's law and small deformations of
a nonhomogeneous, anisotropic body. So let Qcl2 be a bounded plane domain
with Lipschitz boundary T (T e C0,1 , see [14]), occupied by an elastic body, and
let x = (x,, x2) be a Cartesian coordinate system. Then n — {nl, n2), the unit
outward normal to T, exists almost everywhere and n e [L°°(r)]" (see [14, Lemma
2.4.2] and [12, Theorem 5.4]). With the displacement vector v = (v^, v2) lying in

1 2the standard Sobolev space [H (Q)] the linearized strains are given by

1 ( dv. dv.\
e«w = 2 (s;^) «•; = '• 2> <3-»

and Hooke's law relating strains and stresses reads

tjj = Ejjkfiki (i > J = 1 > 2), (3.2)
where we use the summation convention over a repeated index within the range 1 , 2
and where the elasticity coefficients Ejjkl £ L°°(C2) satisfy

Ejjkl ~ Eklij = Ejikl '
3C0 > 0 ' EUkl£ijekl ^ COeijEij Veij = Eji ■ (3"3)

F = (Fi
equilibrium equations

2 2With the given vector F = (F] , F2) G [L (Q)] the stress field has to satisfy the

J^L + F, = 0 (/ = 1 , 2). (3.4)

The traction vector b on the boundary, where bt — xtjn] , can be decomposed into
the normal component

and the tangential component

bn = b,n, = ?ijn,nj

b, = bih = V'", '
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where t = (t{, t2) = {—n2, ",) is the unit tangential vector. Likewise the displace-
ment v can be decomposed (see, e.g., [12, Chap. 5] for the relevant trace theorems):

Vn=V,ni> Vt = Vitf

To describe the boundary conditions, let Y = rD U TN U r5, where the open parts
ro, , and are mutually disjoint. Zero displacements, respectively tractions
T e (L2(TN)) , are prescribed on , resp. , i.e.,

Vj = 0 on r^,, (3.5)
b{ = Tt on VN, (3.6)

whereas on rs the Signorini conditions

vn < 0, bn < 0, vnbn = 0, b,= 0 (3.7)

are imposed. To make the contact problem meaningful we assume meas(r5) > 0,
but we do not require meas(rD) > 0.

Now the problem (3.1), (3.2), (3.4)-(3.7) can be formulated as the variational
problem (7r) introducing

on the function space

w) = J EjjklejJ(\)ekl(yy) dx,

^(v) = [ fiv, dx + [ Tivi ds
Jn J r„

V = {\ £ [//'(Q)]2 : v = 0 on rfl}

and the convex closed cone

K = {v e V : vn < 0 on Ts} .

As a continuous seminorm on V we have
. '/2

|v| = ^J^eij(v)eij(v)dx

By Cauchy's inequality

(.A + B)2 < 2(A2+ B2),

(M + l|v||0)2 < 2(|v|2 + Ml) < 2IMI? Vv e [//'(Q)]2
1 2for the H -norm ||-||, and the L -norm || ||0 is obvious. On the other hand, Korn's

inequality (see, e.g., [12, Theorem 5.13]) implies that there exists a positive constant
C such that

IMIi < C(|V|2 + ||v||2) < C(|v| + ||V||0)2 Vv G [HX (Q)]2.

Hence and by the compact imbedding //'(fl) c L2(D.) [14, Sec. 6.1] Lemma 2.1 (ii)
entails that the assumption (Al) is satisfied. By (3.3), the inequality (2.3) holds with
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m — c0; moreover (2.4) is immediate. In virtue of [15, Theorem 3.2] (see also [12,
Lemma 6.1]) the subspace Y becomes the set of rigid body motions:

Y = {we [//'(ft)f : ei7(w) = 0 in L2(ft); i,j = 1,2}
1 2= {w e [H (ft)] : wx = a, - bx2, w2 = a2 + bxl; ai e R, fteR}.

Thus the condition (2.6) for — X with <f> = 0, which ensures the assumption (A2)
and now reads

f Fjri dx + [ TfiXr) ds < 0 Vr e Y n K\{0}, (3.8)
Ja Jtn

means that the applied forces (/•",) and (Tt) should form an obtuse angle with the
"directions of escape" of the body, i.e., the rigid body motions away from the foun-
dation. Here this condition (3.8) guarantees not only existence, but also uniqueness
of the solution of the considered Signorini problem (n); we refer to [12, Theorem
6.1].

To conclude the preliminaries for our finite-element analysis we state an essential
hypothesis, namely the density relation

Arn[C°°(ft)]2 = K. (3.9)

We note that due to Hlavacek, Lovisek, and Haslinger (see [10, Theorem 3.2]) (3.9)
holds true in a polygonal domain ft (which we assume from now on for simplicity)
if there is only a finite number of "end-points" r5 n TN , rD n TN , D ro .

As a finite-element discretization of the not necessarily convex polygonal domain
ftcl2 we choose a triangulation h of ft [1], where as usual h > 0 denotes the
length of the largest edge of the triangles A belonging to !Th . In the subsequent
convergence analysis we consider a family of triangulations {!Th}h>0 for h —» 0,
which is assumed to be quasiuniform, i.e., all the inner angles of all triangles of
the triangulation family {J?rh}h are uniformly bounded below by some i50 > 0 as
h-+ 0.

As an important issue of this paper we want to treat not only piecewise linear, but
also piecewise quadratic and cubic finite-element approximations of V and K . To
this end we introduce the space IT of polynomials in two variables of degree less
than or equal to k (k = 1 , 2, 3), and the following finite point sets:

z'' = {P e ft : P is a vertex for some A e h},

= {P € ft : P is the midpoint of an edge of A e &~h),

Zj = {P e ft : P divides an edge of A e .9~h by the ratio 1:2},

ShK = {PelhK:Pe Ts}, (k = 1,2,3),

/ = pf if * = 1 -
^ | S* U ShK if k = 2, 3.

Then V may be approximated by

VKh = {\h 6 [C°(ft)]2 : v';\A e llK (VA e ; i = 1, 2), vh\VD = 0},
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and K may be approximated by

KhK = {yh £V*-.vhn{P)<0WPeshK)}.

h hNote that VK is a finite-dimensional subspace of V, all the sets Kk are closed
convex nonempty cones, and Kh{ c K holds for all h > 0 .

Let us recall that solutions aK {k = 1,2,3) exist to the approximate problems
(nhK), which are also unique under the condition (3.8). Now we can present the
following

11 T ot tKo fnmilir IrnnfmlitiAnc f /j/ ^
!h> 0Theorem 3.1. Let the family of triangulations {9rh}h>0 be quasiuniform. Suppose

the conditions (3.8) and (3.9) are satisfied. Then for k — 1, 2, 3 the solutions uK
of the approximate problems (nhK) converge strongly in //'(Q) as h —> 0 to the
solution u of the Signorini problem (n).

Proof. Because of the preceding preliminaries we only have to verify the hypothe-
ses (HI) and (H2) with cj)h = (f> = 0 and apply Theorem 2.2.

Verification of (HI). If k = 1 , then (HI) is trivially satisfied, since Khx is con-
tained in the weakly closed set K for all h > 0. Therefore let us turn to the cases
k = 2 and k = 3 . Let the polygonal boundary part r5 be given as

rs = IM> 'wi-(=i
where iQ = iQ(h) = l-S^I — 1 and the closed line segment [P , f(+1] has the midpoint
Pj+1/2 e ^2 > respectively the intermediate points P|+1/3, Pj+2/3 S S3 . For any y/ e
C0(TS) with y/ > 0 we define

ysh = J2iy(Pi+ m)xi+m,
i= 1

where X;+1/2 denotes the characteristic function of the open segment ]P , -P/+1[.

Then y/h > 0 on Ts (k = 2, 3) and, by the uniform continuity of y/ on ,

lim||v*-!H|Lo°(rs) = °. (3-10)

Now let a family W'}h>0 be weakly convergent to v e V, where \h e KhK (\/h >
0; k = 2 or k — 3). Since the linear trace operator acting from Hl (Q) to L1 (T^)
is continuous, the normal components vhn converge weakly to vn in L'(rs) and are
norm bounded. Therefore by the estimate

lr iVnVh -Vnv)ds < 11^11^1(^11/ - Hli~(rs) + (vhn-vn)i//ds

using (3.10) and y/ e L°°(r,,) = (L'(rs))*, we obtain that

lim f 1ihwhds= [ v y/ds. (3.11)
h^oj rs J rs
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From Simpson's rule it follows for \h £ Kh2 and all ys e C°(r) with y/ > 0 that

L = zEl p\pi+Mpi+\n)r ' 61 * 1=1

x[<(P() + K(JP;+1/2) + <(JP;+|)]
>0, (3.12)

whereas from Newton's pulcherrima quadrature rule (see, e.g., [20, Sec. 13]) for
h _ r/4\ £ K 3

[ ds=i£\p^mp,
J Tr. i  1

1+1/2'
(=1

X [»>,) + 3»>,+,„) + 3»>,>2/3) +
>0. (3.13)

(3.11) and (3.12), respectively (3.13), together imply that for all 1// e C°(r5), <j/ >0,

/ vny/ds> 0,
•/rv

hence vn > 0 almost everywhere on or v £ K. This proves (HI).
Verification of (H2). In view of (3.9), we choose M = K n [C°°(n)]~. Define

r*: Fn [C°(Q)]2 —> V* by interpolation, that is, by

rhKy(P) = v{P) WP£shK(K= 1,2,3).

Obviously e AT^' for any \ e M. Moreover, using the interpolation theory for a
quasiuniform family of triangulations (see, e.g., [1, Theorem 3.1, 6])

WrKv -"llff'di) ^ chKWvW//'«<«) (y,f; G C°°(Q);K = 1,2,3)

with c independent of h and v , we arrive at

lim ||r!v — vll = 0 (Vv £ M \ k = 1,2,3).
a-»o K

Thus (H2) is satisfied. Q.E.D.
Remark 3.2. Nonhomogeneous boundary conditions as studied recently by Tran

Van Bon [ 19] for the Poisson equation can be reduced by a superposition argument to
homogeneous boundary conditions like Vn < 0, where the well-known finite-element
approximation results for linear mixed boundary value problems are used. Another
way to settle nonhomogeneous boundary value conditions is to extend the analysis to
more general convex sets instead of cones as indicated in Remark 2.3. In this sense
we extend the results of [19] under weaker assumptions to the elasticity equations.

Obviously the preceding Theorem 3.1 complements the results of [9, 10, 12, 13]
by admitting the case FD = 0 and extends these results by considering piecewise
polynomial approximations of higher degree than 1 . More precisely, the estimates
(3.12) and (3.13) in the proof above show that the finite-element convergence holds
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true for arbitrary piecewise polynomial approximations as long as the corresponding
Newton-Cotes formula has positive weights. This is a reasonable restriction for prac-
tical computations and is satisfied for the Newton-Cotes quadrature formulae up to
the order k — 8 [3, Sec. 6.2.1],

4. Finite-element approximations of contact problems with given friction. Let us
study contact problems with given friction formulated as the following variational
problem: Find u € K such that

^(u) < F(v) Vv e K, (4.1)

where

■?"(▼) = \ [ EijkieijWekfr)dx+ [ g\v,\ds- f Fftdx- [ Tivids, (4.2)
z Jo. Jrs Jq JrN

where K and the data Ejjkl, F , Ti are given as in Sec. 3, and now in addition
g 6 L°°(rs), g > 0 a.e. on , is given. The problem (4.1), (4.2) reduces the
general Signorini problem with Coulomb friction in that the term vF\bn(y)\ with the
normal boundary stress bn(y) and a given friction coefficient vF > 0 is replaced by
the given function g . The reduced problem (4.1), (4.2), however, can be considered
as one step in an iterative process for obtaining numerical solutions to the general
problem [12, Chap. 10].

Obviously we recover the variational problem (n) from (4.1), (4.2) with the bi-
linear form /? and the linear form X as defined in Sec. 3, and now

p(v) = J g\vt\ds.
As in Sec. 3, we want to treat the semicoercive case not requiring meas(rfl) > 0.
Therefore to guarantee the existence of a solution u to (4.1), (4.2) we impose the
assumption (A2). The condition (2.6) now reads

[ Fjridx+ [ Tfi^r) ds < [ g\r\ds VreFnA:\{0}, (4.3)
Jo J r„ J rs

where Y is again the set of rigid body motions. Moreover, we again need the density
relation  

K n [C°°(Q)]2 = K, (4.4)
which is satisfied for a finite number of end-points where the boundary conditions
switch.

As in Sec. 3, let {■^h}h>0 be a quasiuniform family of triangulations which are
compatible with the decomposition of T into TD, , and . Moreover, the
triangulations should be compatible with the definition of the boundary function g ,
which for simplicity we assume to be piecewise constant. For the polygonal boundary
part Ts we have again

rs = U^^*i]. '0 = 14-1.
(=1
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and moreover g j (P., P(+1) = gt — const > 0. Using Kepler's trapezoidal rule,
Simpson's rule, and Newton's pulcherrima quadrature rule, respectively, we obtain
the following approximations of the friction functional <p :

l»,V,)l + l»,V,«)l) Vv" € K* ,•P>*) = \JL S:\P,P,
1=1

1=1

1 '°h, h. 1w > = 8 Esw+.kkwi + 3i»"c(+i,j)i + 3i«;'(fi+2/,)i
1=1

+ I»,V/+1)I) Vv*eK3\
where, as above, we have P. 6 s\, Pi+l/2 G 5*, and Pi+i/3, />;+2/3 € ^3 • This
gives rise to the approximate problems (nhK), k = 1,2,3, which under (4.3) admit
solutions .

Finally we can present the following

Theorem 4.1. Let (4.3) and (4.4) be satisfied. Then for every quasiuniform sequence
{&~hj}j€n °f triangulations with hj —► 0 and for every k = 1,2,3, there exists a

subsequence {u^'}/gN of solutions to {nh") that converges weakly to a solution
of (7z). If the solution u of (7r) is unique, lim^Q ||ujj. - u|| = 0 holds for every
K = 1,2,3.

Proof. In virtue of Theorem 2.2 and in view of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we only
have to verify for k = 1,2,3:

(i) If yh> e KhKJ (j e N) and \hj —- v in V (j —> 00), then

liminf <ph< (\h') > (p{\).
j—*oo

(ii) With M = K n [Coc(Q)]2 and the mappings rhK: M —> defined by inter-
polation, there holds for v e M

J = ̂ (v)-
Verification of (i). We extend the proof in [6, II, 5.5] and consider the case k = 3 .

Note that the polygonal boundary part rs splits into a finite number of possibly
smaller parts T., where the normal is constant. Instead of treating each part Tj in

the subsequent analysis separately and then summing up to obtain (f> and 4>h we
assume without any loss of generality that the normal along Ts. is constant. Thus for
any \h e , vh( € C°(FV), i.e., is continuous on T5 . Let us define the additional
intermediate points Pj+],g and P+7,g in the segment ]Pj, P(+1[ contained in the
boundary part I\ by

P P — -P P P P = -P P/ f+l/8 8/1+I ' 11+7/8 8 / i+l '
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Further we introduce the characteristic function of the open segment
]-Pt_1/8, Pl+i/S[, the characteristic function X,+1/3 of ]-P(+1/8, •f>,+1/2[> and the char-

acteristic function Xj+2/i °f ]-P/+i/2' Pi+7/sC - Then we define qh : C°(rs) —» L°°(rs)
by

h
q (ji) = £ /*(/>)*,. + ^ MPi+ip)X 7+1/3

^1+1/3^3

+ X] ^(^'+2/3)^1+2/3 £ c (r^).
■h

Pi+ 2/3^3

By uniform continuity of // e C (r„) we have

h->0

Moreover, by construction,

lim||^(/i)-iu||ioc(r) = 0. (4,5)

' 0 /•/> ,
h, h\ / ,+ 1 h h, , 11 h h

<P^y ) = 2^Si \ \q Vt\ds = IIgq Vt
J p.

,i,r, Vv* e K*. (4.6)
'i- (rs) VI ^ '3

Obviously for any v/! e ,

j=i

3

'n f - P - P
h, 2■ I h hn2 I f ,+1/8 | h h,2 , f '+l'2 , h h

^ vt k\rs)= 2^\ \qvt\ds+ |q vt
i= 1 (Jpi Jpi+1/8

+ r,+7/8iAfi2^+ r- ,a?i
Pi+\/2 Pi+7/8

~ EW+lKg",- + lVi+l/3 + 8W,'+2/3+ 8Ui+J»
(=1

where t/,. = «*(/>,.), wi+1/3 = v*(^+1/3), u,.+2/3 = wf(P,+2/3), and t7/+1 = «t*(Pi+1).

On the other hand, we compute ||vf ||^r ; IZ/li \P,P,+\\ai > where

a, = 6Av] + 324u,2+1/3 + 324t>,2+2/3 + 64^,

+ "^Vl/3 - 3KVi+2/3 + 19?W+i
- 81u/+1/3W/+2/3 - 3K+l/3Vl + "^+2/3^+1

Since we can estimate

a, > \2(v* + 3vf+l/3 + 3v}+2/3 + vj+l),
we obtain

llA'lli'W ̂  WfMiy v" (4.7)
Similarly let ph: C°(r5) —► Loc(r5) be the mapping given by

A/«,/W=/^+./2)-
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Then for any n e C°(FS)

lim \\ph(n) -^llL»(r j = 0, (4.8)
h—0

and from Newton's pulcherrima quadrature rule we have

J ph(n)qhvht ds = J ph([i)v^ds W^eC°{Ts), Vv* e F3* (4.9)

Now let {hj}jeN with h] —» 0 (j —> oo) and \hj e Khj c Vp with vhj — v in V
(j —> oo) be given. Then by compact imbedding

lim \\vh> - v ||£2(r } = 0. (4.10)
j—>oo ^ s>

On the one hand, (4.7) implies that

\\Vhjv?J\Ws)<C> (4-11)

where C is independent of j. On the other hand, (4.8), (4.11), (4.9), (4.10) entail
that

lim
j

im I nqh'vh'ds= lim [ ph'{fi)qh'vh' ds
^°° Jrs. j^°° Jrs

= [ nv,ds V/i€C°{Ts). (4.12)
S

By (4.11), (4.12) and the density of C°(rv), qhjv^' — v( weakly in L2(T5), hence

with the piecewise g e L°°{rs), gqh'VjJ — gvt weakly in ^'(r^) (j —> cxd) . Since
the L (T^-norm is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous, it follows that

limmf||gtf%*'||Li(rj) > . (4.13)

By (4.6) we conclude from (4.13) that

lim inf 4>hJ(vhj) > ,
y—oo

which proves (i) when k = 3 . The cases k = 1 and k = 2 are simpler; their proof
follows by some now obvious modifications from the analysis given in [6, Proof of
Theorem 5.4] and is therefore omitted.

Verification of (ii). Let v e K n [C°°(£2)]2. Then rhK\ —> v strongly in V for
h —* 0 (see the proof of Theorem 3.1) and by the uniform continuity of vt on
we conclude (see also (4.5)) that

lim <t>hK(r*v) = lim <j>hK(v) = </>(v), k= 1,2,3. Q.E.D.
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